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In the engineering field of live sound there is a wide practice around microphone choice. This 

study examines the more specific choice between the Shure Beta58  and the Shure SM58 and 

what makes an engineer choose between the two. To examine this an experiment test was 

conducted with professional engineers where they first did a listening test where they were 

asked to choose the favorite microphone between the beta58 and sm58 and then had an 

interview to find out why they made that choice. The  analysis shows that for live vocals 

intelligibility is seen as more important than timbre. The experiment also indicates that 

engineers differ greatly both in opinion of the microphones and their opinion of vocal timbre.  

Abstract: 
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1 Introduction 

Choosing microphones for the live stage is the live sound engineers task. This is not always 

easy or straight forward. There is a wide practice around the subject developed over many 

years of microphones usage. The live stage is riddled with sound, with many reinforced sound 

sources and often many speakers such as PA and wedges. However there is still a need for a 

credible and satisfactory reinforcement. This means that the microphones we use is essential. 

With Shure Incorporated being one of the largest microphone manufacturers in the industry 

especially for vocal microphones it stands to argue that it would be interesting to know the 

difference between two of their most common microphones. This information could be gained 

from specifications. However the question becomes why would an engineer choose one or the 

other when talking about the Shure Beta 58 and the Shure SM58, two microphones that have 

their differences in specifications but still often get substituted for each other. 

1.1 Purpose 

The idea is to give some help when posed with the problem of choosing microphones for live 

vocals. If one could find something coherent between which microphone is preferred and why 

it would be a help on the way to know what microphone is best in a given situation. 

 

Does engineers have reasonable ground for their choices or is there something like prejudice, 

habit or convenience affecting their choice of microphone? Does the technical specifications 

translate to what they look for in a vocal sound. Some understanding in the widely prevalent 

practice that is microphone choice is needed. This leads to the two very common microphones 

for live vocals the Shure SM58 and the Shure Beta58 being chosen for the test. Engineers are 

often used to working with these specific microphones, they have probably been face with the 

choice between them and they probably have some idea as too why they would choose one or 

the other. This in turn leads to the research question for this experiment being: "What makes a 

live sound engineers choose the Shure Beta58 or the Shure SM58?". 

1.2 Background 

1.2.1 What are engineers doing 

Live sound engineers are constantly challenged with the job of choosing microphones. There 

is many things to consider when making the choice of microphone for the live vocals.  Flint 

(2014) interviewed David Williams who is the live sound engineer for a band called La 
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Disbute and several other international touring bands. Williams has been working with La 

Disbute since 2009, going on tours and mixing front of house. In an interview Williams 

addresses the tendency among live engineers to choose the dynamic microphones over other 

microphone types on the live stage in general. However he says that now there are capacitor 

microphones well suited for live sound, due to the fact that they are cheaper than before and 

like the dynamic microphone can handle high sound pressure levels and more capable of 

withstanding the rough conditions of the live stage. He argues that the capacitors helps him 

capture the best performance. He tells us that for the guitar cabinets he uses the Neumann 

TLM102 and the Shure SM57. One condencer and one dynamic. 

 

Lemoine (2013) has been the touring engineer for Green Day for 16 years. He explains that he 

over the years have down-sized the amount of microphones, taking some of the microphones 

he feels he needs and with the help of smaller mixers summarizing them to fewer tracks 

before the front of house mixer. Even with this down-size of having fewer microphones, not 

having three microphones for kick or snare he still uses seven microphones for two guitarist 

as he needs them to create the desired sound. He states that for the guitars he uses Neumann 

TLM103, Shure KSM313 and old RCA ribbon microphones. These men both give us insight 

into the choice the engineers make when it comes to microphones. Even though Williams 

stated that live engineers mostly use dynamic microphones, between them Williams and 

Lemoine only mention using one dynamic microphone for their guitar amplifiers. 

1.2.2 From studio to stage 

According to Le Hénaff (2015) sound engineers are now more inclined to use high quality 

microphones for the stage as well as the studio. As long as there is no accentuated problem 

with feedback or leakage from other instruments on stage. 

 

When using microphones on stage there are some factors to consider that are live specific, 

such as leakage from other sound sources on stage, bleeding from the PA into microphones 

and mobility of the musicians. This all affects the microphones needed. Graham (cited by 

Hénaff 2015 pp. 6) "As for feedback and bleed […] both are entirely controlled by the 

frequency response and polar pattern (directionality) of the mic, and especially the polar 

pattern across the frequency response. [...] for feedback control the microphone really has to 

have the same off-axis rejection all across its response range. However, the polar pattern is 

never the same at all frequencies [...]. Almost always, the high frequencies have worse 
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directional control – and it’s usually the high frequencies that are the most problematic for  

feedback." This is probably wise to consider when choosing microphones for the stage. 

Knowing we have the limitations of feedback, bleeding, sound pressure and movement to 

consider we can start to consider the vocal characteristics sought and needed. 

 

1.2.3 Intelligibility 

Ronen (2015) defines intelligibility of vocals as the vocals being clearly understandable and 

with minimum masking from other sources in the sound scape. Ronen (2015) performed a 

study that suggests vocal intelligibility is one of the most sought after characteristic. That 

study's purpose on finding techniques for vocal intelligibility in the mix by reviewing 

different techniques used by different established engineers. Test subjects were chosen from 

musicians with several years of work with music. A questionnaire was used to ask the 

participants how important lyrics was to a song where they rated the importance of lyrics from 

1-5, least too most important. Over 50% of the subjects rated above 4. The subjects then 

participated in a listening test where they through a interface evaluated the different 

techniques presented for making vocals intelligible by the established engineers. According to 

the study the majority of listeners find the understanding of lyrics very important to the music. 

This shows that when choosing microphones for vocals, even in live sound, a microphone 

capable of bringing out the voice to easily be heard is essential. 

 

The frequency spectra at 3-5 kHz is called the presence range. It is where our hearing is the 

most sensitive. The Fletcher-Munson curve helps explain this. Rumsey and McCormick 

(2006) tells us that the curve helps us understand why sounds with much content around the 

presence range needs much lower sound pressure levels to be heard as equally loud to sounds 

lower or higher in the audible spectra. The human voice contains much information around 

the presence area, here leys formants and for example the sound of a baby crying, all things 

important for the human to hear, relating back to the Fletcher Munson curve. According to 

Gibson (2003) a boost in the presence range might help increase the intelligibility of a voice. 

1.2.4 The Shure SM58 and the Shure Beta58 

The microphones are similar in many ways, but not identical. For one thing they do not have 

the same polar pattern. The SM58, Figure 1, has a typical cardiod pattern, it is a perfect 

cardiod in the mids around 1 and 2 kHz going towards the more omni pattern in the lows and 
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being more directed in the highs creating a back lobe above 4 kHz that grows up to -10 dB at 

8 kHz (0 dB being maximum response). The Beta58, Figure 2, has a more directed pattern, it 

is of the supercardiod type. At 250 Hz it has a small back lobe growing larger as the 

frequencies gets higher, it's pick up area barley extend behind 90 degrees from straight in 

front of it except around 6 kHz, but its back lobe is reaching close to -10 dB at its largest point 

around 500 H to 1 kHz. The SM58 is simply less directed as it picks up more to the sides in 

the mids around 500 Hz up to 2 k. The Beta58 instead has back lobes at all frequencies. 

 

Figure 1 Polar pattern of the Shure SM58. Note: From Shure Incorporated (2014) SM wired microphones. Copyright 2014 
by Shure Incorporated. Reproduced with permission from Shure Incorporated 
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Figure 2 Polar pattern of the Shure Beta58. Note: From Shure Incorporated (2010) SM wired microphones. Copyright 
2010 by Shure Incorporated. Reproduced with permission from Shure Incorporated 

The other difference between the microphones is the frequency response. It is clear that the 

microphones are similar. The biggest difference being the bass roll off in the Beta58. The 

frequency response for the Beta58 in Figure 4 does show different lines for different 

distances, thus showing how it reacts to proximity. These microphones are designed for live 

vocals which makes it reasonable to assume the microphone will be used close to the mouth. 

Looking at the lines for mm and 25 mm in Figure 4 we see the effect of proximity on the 

Beta58, odds are that the SM58 have a similar response to proximity as it too is directed. The 

SM58 also has a higher level around 4-5 kHz than the Beta58 whilst the level at 10 kHz is 

higher in the Beta58. 
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Figure 3 Frequency response Shure SM58. Note: From Shure Incorporated (2014) SM wired microphones. Copyright 2014 
by Shure Incorporated. Reproduced with permission from Shure Incorporated 

 

Figure 4 Frequency response Shure Beta58. Note: From Shure Incorporated (2010) SM wired microphones. Copyright 
2010 by Shure Incorporated. Reproduced with permission from Shure Incorporated 

 

1.2.5 Conclusion from background  

We may see from the sections above that engineers are faced with many aspects to consider 

when the make the choice of microphone for the live vocals. Not only does it depend on the 

vocalists characteristics and expressions, but everything around it. In live music there is 

loudspeakers to consider. There are several other instruments on stage, some with high 
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acoustic output. There is often monitoring, maybe even with wedges which adds the concepts 

of leakage and feedback. 

 

We need a microphone that can stand the handling. It should be able to handle the high sound 

pressure levels, it should be adapted to moving around and it should not be too expensive. 

Both the SM58 and the Beta58 is designed for use on stage, as they fill all these aspects. We 

also need a microphone suited for use close to the mouth, where the direct sound from the 

vocalist is strongest compared to sound from around it. To avoid unnecessary leakage. Where 

we can limit the huffs and puffs of moving air as well. For this purpose a built in windscreen 

might be necessary such as grating on the capsule. Both microphones have capsules with built 

in windsscreens, however as shown the Beta58 with its supercardiod polar pattern is more 

prone to proximity. The point being, both these microphones are built for use one live vocals.  

 

The difference between the microphones however makes is interesting to dig deeper. We need 

a polar pattern that picks up all of the vocals but none of the sound around the vocalist. A 

microphone that is directed. This to avoid feedback and leakage. The directivity of the 

microphones is different but both is directed, the Beta58 more so than the SM58. This 

difference is probably affecting the vocals in some way. As there are polar patterns varying 

from omni directional to the supercardiod types with extreme directivity a flurry of 

microphones is up consideration. With higher directivity comes the back lobe, picking up 

some sound from behind. This means that even the supercardiod microphones have a bit of a 

tendency for feedback, especially when there is use of wedges placed right in front of the 

vocalist. The back lobes of the microphones look different, the Beta58 having back lobes in a 

wider range of frequencies, as it is a supercardiod. 

 

Most important is probably the need for intelligibility and clarity of the vocals. We need a 

microphone that is capable of bringing out the essential information in the voice, a 

microphone that has a good response in the presence range but still gives a full well rounded 

sound from the vocalist. As shown both microphones have a boosted presence range, though 

somewhat different, this difference might seem small, but its effect on how engineers react to 

it is unrecorded.  
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2 Method 

A listening test followed by an interview for each informant was constructed and conducted. 

The intent was to find information on how experienced live engineers evaluate the Shure 

SM58 and the Shure Beta58 when you do a blind test with them. What they consider when 

choosing a vocal microphone for live sound and what qualities in the Shure Beta58 and SM58 

they value and seek. Two songs were used for the test, one being with a full band playing This 

Love by Maroon five, one with acoustic guitar and vocals playing Black Sheep by Martin 

Sexton. The songs was chosen by the band based on the instruction to play on full band song 

with a crowded sound scape and one song with just acoustic guitar and vocals. 

 

The experiment is situation specific. Since the band is playing live the performance is 

impossible to exactly reconstruct. The performance given at this time will never be the same. 

This band in this venue at this time is a onetime situation. Other factors more easily 

reconstructed is the venue and the placement and choice of equipment, however this 

experiment is still dependent on them. The setup was chosen to represent similar 

circumstances and as such give a reasonable ground to analyze engineers choices of vocal 

microphones in these conditions. The experiment was designed to create a soundscape where 

the properties mentioned in 1.2 Background pp. 3 is relevant. 

2.1 The setup 

The venue was chosen to be large enough to have a need for a larger reinforcement of the 

flown line array type. The venue Blackbox in Studio Acusticum Piteå was chosen as being 

acceptably large and for having the characteristics of a typical space designed for concerts. 

The venue is 11,866 meters wide and 21,866 meters deep with the PA flying about 8 meters 

from the back wall. The band consisted of drums, bas, keyboard and one electric guitar. This 

setup was chosen due to the attempt to mimic the wide practice in the field in nature of the 

experiment. Therefore an ensemble consisting of the basic instruments was legit. The vocalist 

was a female. The speaker and microphone-setup were also chosen to reflect that practice (for 

full technical list se Appendix C, for stage plot se Appendix E) microphones for the band 

were as the microphones under test chosen out of a wide practice. All musicians were given 

wedges, for vocals they were in stereo. This was chosen over in-ear monitoring due to the 

need to induce a stage environment causing a risk for leakage in the vocal microphone, this to 

see how the vocal microphones polar pattern affect the engineers choice of microphone. The 
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PA was rigged, trimmed and calculated beforehand by a third party (for arraycalc see 

Appendix B). All gain settings were done by the author. 

2.2 Pilot study 

A pilot study was performed in the venue with the setup described in 2.1. The pilot was 

constructed to set the levels of the band compared to the vocal microphone being set to 0, as 

well as setting the monitor levels for the musicians. None of these aspects were then to be 

altered doing the listening test of the case study. 

2.2.1 Participants 

Partaking in the pilot was three engineers students at Luleå University of Technology. They 

were defined as trained engineers as having taken part in education in live sound and having 

performed at least one live concert. These participants were chosen mostly out of convenience 

as the volunteered and were avaliable. 

2.2.2 Conduct for monitor levels 

The first participant was asked to set the monitoring levels to the musicians liking, the 

processing done to the listening was completely separate from the one coming from the PA. 

The musicians was told that the listening set at this point would be the one used throughout 

the whole experiment. Two different monitor settings were used, one for each song, and saved 

as separate snapshots. This means that for the acoustic song there was only music coming 

from the wedges placed at the vocalist and guitarist. 

2.2.3 Conduct for instrument levels 

All participants were asked to set the levels of the instruments as compared to one 

microphone set to 0. They were given as long as needed with the musicians playing the song 

used in the experiment on repeat. The levels set by each participant was recorded and a mean 

for each instrument was calculated. These means was then used for the case study. This 

process was done for both songs and saved as separate snapshots with the monitor settings. 

2.3 Experiment 

For the experiment the setup was constructed as described in 2.1 pp. 10. The experiment was 

done to get insight into the thought engineers have when dealing with the Shure Beta58 and 

the Shure SM58 for vocals. The informants did not have the option to alter the levels of other 

instruments, placing on stage or monitor levels.  
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2.3.1 Participants 

There were four informants partaking in the study. All participants were sound engineering 

professionals here defined as having lived of work as mixing engineers for live music at some 

point. The informants were chosen due to having experience with the microphones under test 

for the sake of comparing prejudice and previous knowledge of the microphones to the test 

results as well as having experience with live sound this to ensure knowledge of what vocal 

sound might work. 

2.3.2 Procedure 

The test was conducted as a blind test with the microphones exterior being altered to not 

reveal which microphone is which. The informants were brought into the venue one by one. 

For every informant a verse and chorus of the first song was played three times. The first time 

the informant was asked to raise the fader of microphone 1 and equalize it to their liking, the 

second time they were asked to raise the fader for microphone 2 and equalize it to their liking, 

the third time they could indicate for the singer to change microphone as they liked. Between 

each time the song was played there was a 15 second pause. The procedure was then repeated 

for the second song. The order in which the microphones were used and the order of the songs 

were randomized between informants.  

 

The informants were asked to use the equalizer to adjust the microphone sound to their liking 

as a way to both force them to think about the sound they are seeking and to have concrete 

data of that sound. The equalizer settings can both be a way to anchor the informants 

interview answers to what they have actually done, and data to use for analysis when 

comparing informants and technical specifications.  

2.3.3 Interviews 

Directly after having performed the listening test the informants had an interview with the 

author. The interviews was designed to start with open questions going in on specific details 

as the informants offered or did not offer certain information. For full transcripts in Swedish 

se appendix A. 
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2.3.4 Analysis 

All data was then compared. Equalizer settings was compared to the informants answers and 

the informants answers was compared to each other. The technical specifications was also 

factored in to see too see how well the informants answers correlate to them. The informants 

argument for their microphone choices was arranged into themes, categories and 

subcategories by phrases representing these arguments. They were then valued as a negative 

or a positive value, below presented in Table 4. The themes, categories and subcategories 

were developed by evaluating the interview transcript and finding the key points, to easier 

find correlations between informants.   
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3 Results 

The interviews were transcribed by the author. What follows is a compilation of the answers 

from the four informants done by the author. Some questions triggers follow up questions 

which leads to some informants answering questions specific for that informant. 

3.1 Interviews 

What were you thinking when you chose microphone for the full band-song? 

This question lead to a variety of answers, ranging from one informant simply answering they 

chose the one that sounded best to one answering: "I chose the microphone that came through 

best in the soundscape and I thought that was microphone 1 [SM58], however, microphone 2 

[Beta58] sounded better … It [Beta58] had a more natural sound." One informant stated that 

the chosen microphone sounded better but that the other needed less processing, they also 

spoke of listening for the response in the high mids as a way to intelligibility. Three of the 

informants spoke of choosing the microphone with the highest intelligibility in the mix. 

 

What were you thinking when you chose microphone for the acoustic song? 

Only one informant chose different microphones for the different song, however they were 

not the only one stating that there was a difference. The informant that chose different 

microphone stated that for the acoustic song they could choose the better sounding 

microphone and that the SM58 in the more open soundscape became too harsh, as opposed to 

in the full band-song where intelligibility had to take precedence over the sound. One 

informant stated that it was a harder choice for the acoustic song since it was easier to make 

the vocals intelligible with both microphones. One spoke of the psychoacoustic difference 

between the songs and the affect it had on the microphones, explaining that the less crowded 

soundscape of the acoustic song made for a microphone with a wider frequency response. One 

informant claimed there was no difference between the songs. 

 

Do you think leakage played a big role in your choice? 

All informants stated that even if the change in instruments affected the soundscape, leakage 

into the vocal microphones had no effect on their choice. 

 

Was there a difference between the microphones? 

All informants stated that there was a difference between the microphones. One claimed that 

the beta58 needed more processing due to a need for more treble, they found it dull, one 
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claimed that the SM58 needed more processing due to it not having the same limited 

bandwidth as the Beta58. One said: "It [SM58] became distinctly muddier and a little more 

base in the breaths, more muffled". 

 

Do you think it would have made any difference if you had been able to do other 

processing such as compression or reverb? 

The informant that chose a different microphone thought that compression could have made a 

difference for the full band-song, with compression the beta58 might have come through 

better in the soundscape. Two informants stated it would have made no difference and the last 

said nothing about it affecting the choice but maybe the mixing technique. 

 

Do you usually prefer the Beta58 or SM58? 

Two stated they prefer the SM58 and two the beta58. Of the ones that preferred the SM58 one 

said that they usually find the beta58 too sharp, and the other said they found it too dull. Of 

the ones preferring the Beta58 one said it was out of habbit stating that they do not really have 

a favorite but the Beta58 is always available and the other simply said the beta58 was better 

giving it supercardiod polar pattern as reason. 

 

Which do you think you preferred? 

One informants stated they thought the Beta58 was some more expensive high-end vocal 

microphone, something that was not Shure at all but rather a more exclusive microphone. 

When told that the microphones tested was the beta58 and the sm58 they guessed the 

microphones were the opposite. The other subjects correctly identified the microphone the 

chose as the one it was. 

 

3.2 Microphone choices 

Below in Table 1 is the result of those interviews showing which microphones was preferred 

by what informant.  

Table 1 Microphones choices. Table showing what microphone was chosen by what informant in what song. 

 I1 I2 I3 I4 

 SM58 Beta58 SM58 Beta58 SM58 Beta58 SM58 Beta58 

Full band X   X  X X  

Acoustic  X  X  X X  
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3.3 Equalizer settings 

The equalizer settings the informants was asked to do is below transcribed into Table 2 and 

Table 3. __ show the equalizer of both microphones, for all informants in both songs.  

Table 2 Equalizer full band. Shows the informants equalizer of both microphones for the song with full band. 

Full band I1 I2 I3 I4 

 
SM58 Beta58 SM58 Beta58 SM58 Beta58 SM58 Beta58 

nivå 5,6 1 0,7 4,1 8,2 6 4,7 1,2 

HP [Hz] 
 

107 
  

137 195 200 292 

Hishelf 

[kHz] 
5.45 6,77 6.77 4,76 2,23 2,35 2,69 2 

Gain [dB] 4,45 2,47 2.19 2,47 3,04 4,73 3,18 2,75 

q 0,71 0,71 0.71 0,71 0,85 0,71 0,85 0,85 

HM [kHz] 2,69 2,29 2,29 0,714 2,05 
 

3,73 0,641 

Gain [dB] -5,29 -1,06 3,04 1,62 -6,28 0 3,74 1,23 

q 1,13 0,71 0,71 1,06 1,1 
 

3,47 6,77 

LM [Hz] 189 530 530 309 326 591 841 1060 

Gain [dB] -5,01 -1,76 1.91 3,74 -4,73 -6,85 2,33 1,15 

q 0,71 0,74 0.78 0,71 0,78 1,85 1,88 1,79 

L ]Hz] 110 
   

165 116 116 0,64 

Gain [dB] 3,88 0 
 

0 -11,6 -6,56 0,21 0,01 

q 0,78 
   

0,78 0,85 0,85 
 

 
Table 3 Equalizer acoustic. Shows the informants equalizer of both microphones for the song with acoustic guitar. 

Acke I1 I2 I3 I4 

 
SM58 Beta58 SM58 Beta58 SM58 Beta58 SM58 Beta58 

nivå 5,6 0 
 

1 9,4 3,1 4,7 1,2 

HP [Hz] 130 107 
  

137 195 179 200 

Hishelf 

[kHz] 
3k 6,3 

 
5,91 2,23 1,26 2,69 2 

Gain [dB] -4,16 4,73 0 0,35 4,02 9,11 2,05 2,19 

q 0,71 0,71 
 

0,71 0,85 0,64 0,64 0,85 

HM [kHz] 6,77 1,41 2.29 0,714 2,05 2,29 3,73 0,641 

Gain [dB] 5,29 -6,28 3,04 2,75 -2,05 -0,78 2,19 -2,75 

q 1,68 0,71 0,71 1,06 1,1 0,71 3,47 1,23 

LM [Hz] 383 416 
 

123 326 591 373 2920 

Gain [dB] -4,31 -5,58 0 0 -7,13 -7,98 -4,16 2,05 

q 0,71 0,74 
  

0,78 0,85 0,58 1,36 

L [Hz] 141 116 
  

292 353 
  

Gain [dB] 3,04 3.32 0 0 -5,72 -6,99 0 0 

q 0,78 1 
  

0,78 0,85 
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Figure 12 Equalizer curve Informant 1, full band song, Beta58 Figure 11 Equalizer curve Informant 1, full band, SM58 

Figure 10 Equalizer curve Informant 1, Acoustic song, SM58 Figure 9 Equalizer curve Informant 1, Acoustic song, Beta58 

Figure 8 Equalizer curve Informant 2, full band, SM58 Figure 7 Equalizer curve Informant 2, full band, Beta58 

Figure 6 Equalizer curve Informant 2, Acoustic song, SM58 Figure 5 Equalizer curve, Informant 2, acoustic song, Beta58 
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Figure 20 Equalizer curve Informant 3, Full band, SM58 
Figure 19 Equalizer setting, Informant 3, Full band, Beta58 

Figure 18 Equalizer curve Informant 3, acoustic song, SM58 Figure 17 Equalizer curve, Informant 3, acoustic song, Beta58 

Figure 16 Equalizer curve Informant 4, full band, SM58 Figure 15 Equalizer curve Informant 4, Full band, Beta58 

Figure 14 Equalizer curve Informant 4, Acoustic song, SM58 Figure 13 Equalizer curve Informant 4, acoustic song, Beta58 
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3.4 Analysis 

For sake of preparing for analysis the interviews were categorized by themes, category and 

subcategories. Phrases describing the informants arguments for their microphone choice were 

compiled by the author and translated to English. The themes, categories and subcategories 

were developed from careful study of the interview transcripts to as correctly as possible 

reflect the informants arguments. The phrases were then compiled to more precisely show 

what in these categories the informants actually thought. All phrases were also given a value 

to show if the comment was meant in a positive or negative way. This value is shown as + or -

. The themes with categories and subcategories were as follows presented in Table 4. The 

numbers indicate which informant has offered which answer.  

Table 4 Analysis The numbers indicate which informant has offered which answer 

Theme Category 
Sub- 

Category 
Beta58 SM58 

Timbre Equalizer 
 

[3] More EQ, especially treble - 

[4] less processing + 

[2] More mid that I like + 

 

[1] pronounced high 

mid - 

[4] Nice high mid + 

 

Frequency 

response 
Sharp 

 
[1] Sharper - 

  
Straight 

[1] Straight frequency response 

+ 

[4] less bandwidth + 

 

  
Muffled [3] more muffled - 

[2] More low 

frequencies - 

 
Intelligibility 

 
[2] Came through clearly + 

[1,4] Came through 

better + 

 
Naturalness 

 
[1] More natural sound + [4] Best placed + 

 
Sound 

 

[1] Nicer + 

[3] Sounded better + 
[4] Sounded best + 

Leakage 
 

[1,2,3,4] marginally, Irrelevant + 
 

 

As shown in Table 4, between the informants there seem to be few coherencies. Not only 

does the informants that chose different microphones differ in their opinion of them, there is a 

difference between what they preferred from the microphones and how they perceived them. 

There are some examples where the informants listening for the same things maybe not 

agreeing but commenting on the same things. For instance, informants 1 and 4 are both 

talking of the response in the high mids, but one thinks it's annoying and the other states it as 

a desirable timbre: informant 1 says about the SM58 "It has a more pronounced high mid that 
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I find annoying". Informant 4 on the same microphone says: "I'm looking for the response in 

the high mids" explaining that they find the high mid of the SM58 to be better. Interesting is 

that informant 2 states that the Beta58 is easier to bring out in the mix, and that the SM58 has 

too much lows. Informant 2 also mentions that he likes the mids of the Beta58, and the fact 

that it has more mid than the SM58. Informant 3 mentions that the Beta58 is more muffled, in 

a way also commenting in the mids but sees it as less desirable. Informant 3 speaks of the 

mids in the Beta58 instead of the SM58, but still commenting in the same frequency region as 

informant 1 and 4 when they speak of the mids in the SM58. 

 

There is tendencies to change the characteristics of the microphones with the equalizer. 

Informant 2 is the one who has done the least with the equalizer ( see Table 2 and Table 3), 

and by their own words chose their favorite based on the microphones original character. 

Informant 2 has stated that they like the mid of the Beta58 especially. This could also be 

related to informant 3 calling the Beta58 more muffled probably speaking of the same mid 

that informant 2 liked. Informant 3 have as opposed to informant 2 used the equalizer to cut 

the mids and accentuating the treble, effectively changing the property in the microphone that 

informant 2 liked about the microphone while stating that the beta58 needed more processing. 

Both of these informants preferred the Beta58, even though they seems to seek distinctively 

different characteristics. That the Beta58 should be more muffled or suffer from more low end 

is understandable when taking into consideration that it is more prone to proximity due to its 

polar pattern.  

 

There is a tendency to hear the same things and taking distinctly different things from them. It 

seems to be deeply personal from engineer to engineer how one perceives vocal sound. The 

most evident example of this being informant 1 and 4 disagreeing so on the quality regarding 

the high mids, what informant 1 perceived as sharp informant 4 simply saw as a way for 

intelligibility. There is also examples of the informants simply disagreeing on some of the 

microphones qualities, for example informant 3 and 4 say the exact opposite thing about the 

microphones need for processing is evidence of the choice of microphone depending on the 

engineers personal taste.  

 

All informants but informant 3 ties their choices back to intelligibility (see Table 4). They all 

have in some way compared the intelligibility of the microphones to how well sounding the 

thought they were. Informant 1 proclaims "I chose the microphones that came through best in 
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the soundscape and I thought that was microphones 1 [SM58] … however microphone 2 

[beta58] might have sounded better". This tendency is also found with informant 4. They state 

that they thought the SM58 sounded better but that the Beta58 needed less processing to get 

the desired result of intelligible vocals. The interesting thing about informant 2 is that they 

found both microphones intelligible when there was less sound on stage and therefore could 

choose the one they though sounded best, in the case of informant 2, the one with the desired 

mid. However when the full band played and filled up the soundscape informant 2 states that 

because of the higher intelligibility of the Beta58 became easier to choose a favorite. 

Informant 1 especially is clear about this. For the song with less sound and more place for the 

vocals it was possible to choose the microphone that was the most natural and had the most 

desired timbre, however, when there was more sound and the intelligibility of the vocals 

became harder to achieve they without doubt chose the microphone with higher intelligibility. 

Intelligibility comes first and timbre second. All informants speak of how the microphones 

sound and why the prefer this or that, but when asked to choose what microphone they would 

use they chose the one that was easiest to bring out in the mix.  
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4 Discussion 

The experiment clearly shows that intelligibility in live vocals is above all the most important 

aspect when considering the microphone choice for that application. If the vocals is not 

intelligible how well sounding they are does not matter. Engineers agree that intelligibility is 

important, however they do not fully agree on what makes for intelligible vocals. They agree 

that it is desirable for the vocals to be well sounding, but what that means differ from 

engineers to engineer with their personal taste. 

4.1 Validity  

How the microphones sound will differ with another singer, the female singer used for this 

experiment has a higher over all timbre than a male singer would have and the microphone 

response might be affected by that. The fact that engineers hear different things from that 

sound will probably not be affected however. The specific result of this experiment is 

dependent on this exact setup, but the larger conclusions is probably more general. The fact 

that intelligibility is prioritized above naturalness of the sound or "better" sounding 

microphones will probably not change depending in the setup, or the singer, or the location. 

The indications found for engineers differing in their preferences and therefore processing 

microphones differently or hearing different things from them will probably not change either.   

The way the engineers processed and evaluated the microphones is probably affected by 

which order they were presented to them. That order was changed between the engineers, but 

since there were few informants which led to it being two of each order, this might still have 

affected the results.  

The ecological validity of this experiment is high. The band plays live, with a realistic setup 

and reasonable technical reinforcement. This might have affected the studies result as the 

environment is not that controlled and the variables are many. However as it is an experiment 

intended to reflect a real life situation.   

The phrases used for analysis are interpretations of the informants answers, there is therefore 

a possibility for them not correctly representing the informant answers, this possibility is 

however weighed as small 

4.2 Further work 

If nothing else this experiment shows that research in this widely practiced area is interesting. 

This experiment gives some insight into why engineers makes the choices they do and in the 
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future it might be interesting to dig deeper into the preferences of engineers. The fact that the 

preferences of professional engineers differ greatly just between these microphone, both in 

what characteristics they like and what they hear in the microphones might be ground for 

future research. A point could be made of interviewing the engineers and asking more specific 

questions about the microphones. As this was a blind test with the informants not knowing 

which microphones they were evaluating, it could be interesting to tell them they were to 

compare the Beta58 and the SM58 and asking more direct questions about things such as 

frequency response and directivity.  

 

A step might be using more microphones for a similar study. Bringing in microphones that 

differ more between them to see if the engineers agree more or less when faced with more 

obvious differences. If engineers hear such different things from these pretty similar 

microphones, how do their arguments change when face with dissimilar microphones? 
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Appendix A - Transcribed interview 

Informant 1 

C: Hur tänkte du när du valde mikrofon för första låten [Maroon]? 

S1: För först låten [Maroon] så, hrm, då, eh, valde jag den micken som kom, kom fram bäst i 

ljudbilden och det tyckte jag var mikrofon 1 [SM58], den trängde igenom bättre 

c: ja 

s1: däremot så lät ju kanske mikrofon 2 [Beta58] snyggare 

c: m 

S1: men den kom inte ut lika bra 

c: på vilket sätt menar du att den lät snyggare 

s1: aa den har , den har, den hade ett, ett mer naturligt sound men i mixen så så kom den inte 

ut i PAt på samma sätt 

c: ja, för låt 2 [Acke]? 

s1: för låt 2 [Acke] så var det tvärt om, där lät mikrofon 2 [Beta58] mycket snyggare, mycket 

mer naturligt 

c:ja 

s1: liksom rak i frekvensgång och behövde, behöver, den behövde förvissa eq, men den lät 

mycket mycket mer naturligt, hennes röst lät som att hon verkligen satt framför mig 

c: ja 

s1: jämfört med mikrofon 1 [SM58] som lät mer processad, mer hårdare mer vassar 

c: ja, tror du att läck hade stor, ehmehm, del i det? 

s1: ne, det tycker jag nog inte, jag tyckte inte att ja, att, att, ehm, att man upplevde nått större 

förändring i soundet på bandet.  

c: ja 

S1: på låt 1 [Maroon], när man liksom drog upp mikrofonerna 

c: ne 

s1: jag tycker inte att de var speciellt känsligt läkagemässigt 

c: upplevde att du spelade någon roll mellan låtarna, att det var mindre ljud på scenen i andra 

låten? 

s1: klart att det, det, lite skillnad är det ju, lite roll spelar det ju, men det var ändå sss, ee, 

marginellt alltså men eh obetydligt 

c: yes 
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s1: tycker jag 

c: vad var skillna, det har du reda sagt, det var inget 

c, var det stor skillnad mellan mikrofonerna 

s1: jo, det var det, jag tycker det var stor skillnad i, och sen mikrofonen, mikrofon 2 [Beta58] 

hade en högre output 

c: ja 

s1: så att eh, generellt fick jag hålla ner regeln på mikrofon 2 [Beta58] på bägge låtarna. Så att 

det var mer mer drag i den 

c: ja, tror du att det hade gjort någon skillnad om du hade fått göra en annan bearbetning, om 

du hade fått använda kompression eller reverb? 

s1: kan ha spelat roll, kan ha spelat roll för mikrofon 2s [Beta58] räkning, alltså i i låt 1 

[Maroon] 

c: ja 

s1: då kanske man hade valt den istället 

c: för hade varit lättare att få upp den 

s1: ja precis 

c: eeeh, brukar du föredra att använda Beta58an eller sm58an 

s1: jag föredrar sm58:an, jag tycker beta58an kan bli lite hård ibland 

c: varför då, eller aa 

s1: mjaaaa, hrm, varför ja, den har en, har en mer den har en ehmr, den har mer eeeh, 

tydligare övre mellanregister men den kan jag samtidigt tycka är (otydligt) 

c: (pratar över) mmm 

s1: det kan vara för att jag är gammal och tycker sånt är jobbigt, men sen spelar det lite roll 

också vad man har för monitorsetup i och med att det är olika 

c: ja 

s1 spelar det roll 

c: vad tror du att du valde för mick i låt 1 [Maroon] och 2 [Acke]? 

s1: jaaa du, det var en bra fråga, hmmm, jag hade gissat på att mikrofon 2 [Beta58] faktiskt 

var nån, nått, nånting helt annat än shure. Kollade inte, ja, jag trodde att det var nån lite dyrare 

vokalmikrofon. nee, en bra fråga, jag vet ne, jag, om valet är mellan de två som du nämnde så 

skulle jag tro att mikrofon 2 [beta58] var en sm58a 

c: eeeh, du ska få svar på det senare 

s1: mmm.  

c: vi ska också gå och kolla på din eq och se om vi har några roliga grejer där 
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s1: ja 

c: eh, det här är alltså för maroon5-låten, 

s1: juste 

c: ehm, ja men du skar den första mikrofonen [SM58] väldigt mycket hårdare,  

s1: mm 

c: ehm, varför då? 

s1: jag, gjorde nog så att den, den var lite hårdare i övre mellanregistret och det ville jag få 

bort, samtidigt behövde den ju lyftas i diskanten, men inte lika mycket som mikrofon 2 

[Beta58] va, jo, det var nog ungefär lika mycket 

c: ja 

s1: ne, det är +2 

c: spännande nu stänger jag av den här 

  

Informant 2 

c: hur tänkte du när du valde mikrofon 

s2: eh, mm, framförallt eftersom att jag det var länge sen jag körde på så körde jag mest 

utifrån tydlighet 

c: ja 

s2: varför jag tyckte gjorde att man fick en tydlighet i rösten och, kom fram i mixen så att 

såhär ja 

c: yes, var det olika för låt 1 [Acke] och 2 [Maroon]? 

s2: nej det var samma 

c: tror du att det var aa men det var tydligheten du byggde på men, var det olika tydligt i de 

olika två låtarna? 

s2: ja, det vart eeeeh, enklare val i andra låten [Maroon] än i första val- låten [Acke] 

c: ja, blev det tydligare? 

s2: ja det blev tydligare vilket val och vilken låt, vilken av mikrofonerna jag föredrog i den 

andra låten jämtemot den första låten 

c: ja tror du at läck hade stor, var det stor skillnad? 

s2: ne, jag tyckte inte att det spelade så stor roll 

c: ne, hur mycket scenljud du hade liksom 

s2: ne, nenenen 

c: ehh, hur kände du vilken mick föredrog du för de olika låtarna? 
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s2: eh, det blev mick numero 1 [Beta58], lead 1 för båda låtarna faktiskt 

c: yes, vad skönt, upplevde du stor skillnad på mikrofonerna 

s2: mmmm, eh, i första låten [Acke] inte så mycket, mer i den andra låten [Maroon] faktiskt 

c: ja 

s2: då tyckte jag det var tydligt, för i första låten [Acke] hade jag svårt att känna egentligen, 

det fall, föll det lite mer på att aaa, okej, det blev lite mellan som jag tycker om just på lå, på, 

låt, när det ska vara sångljud och så så den kom fram tydligt, det blev ganska mycket tydligare 

i andra låten [Maroon] än i första låten [Acke], första låten [Acke] är mer tveksam vilken man 

skulle välja 

c: ja 

s2: men lite övervägande till den första [Beta58] 

c: var det stor skillnad i hur de, de lät eh? 

s2: mmnae, inte i första låten [Acke] tyckte jag, mer i andra låten [Maroon] faktiskt 

c: ja 

s2: att man hörde större skillnad på hur dom lät och så, då tyckte jag den blev betydligt 

mycket grumligare och annat asså lite mer basigare andning mer in, tillknäppt än första  

c: yes, tror du att du hade tänkt annorlunda om du hade fått använda någon annan bearbetning 

typ kompression eller reverb 

s2: det tror jag inte, eftersom att jag gjorde en stort sett ss, likadan inställnings på båda 

mikrofonerna och valde utifrån karaktären på dom 

c: yes, ee, det vi har framför oss är beta58an och sm58an 

s2: mm 

C: eh vet du vilken du brukar föredra av dom 

s2: skulle tänka mig att jag brukar föredra den vanliga 58an [SM58] jämtemot den andra 

c: mm 

s2: men jag tror väl antagligen att man har gjort tvärt om här 

c: vaa, har du koll på vad skillnaden är i de tekniska specifikationerna 

s2: ne, det har jag inte koll på jag vet bara att tidigare upplevt, de är ju, det där klassiska att 

det är inte säkert att man har hört rena hela mikrofoner 

c: ne 

s2: men förr så har jag hört att betan tycker jag är lite eeh, som sagt var, det kan vara att jag 

hört mikrofoner som inte är hela, men där tyckt, den har varit lite mer grumligare. även om 

den har större frekvensomfång, men jag vet inte 

c: att betan är grumligare 
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s2: aa, att det är som är lite mer att den täcker upp mer frekvenser och där genom får den lite 

ker basighet och sånt som mm, som sm58an kanske inte har 

c: yes, vilken tror du att du valde 

s2: jag tror att jag valde tvärt om 

c: skrattar, eh, du har valt beta58an 

s2: jahaa, jag förstod det jaha  

 

Informant 3 

c: ee, hur tänkte du när du valde mikrofon för låt 1 [Maroon] 

s3: ee 

c: vilken sångmikrofon föredrar du 

s3: jaa, vilken jag föredrar 

c: mm 

s3: hmmm, det var inte så stor skillnad, ja, om jag får välja så tar jag tvåan [Beta58], jag eqa 

tvåan [Beta58] mycket mer än ettan [SM58] 

c: i låt 1 [Maroon]? 

s3: jag tar den i  låt 1 [Maroon] aa, ehm 

c: ett, eh, o hur känner du för låt 2 [Acke]? 

s2: där tar jag också mick två [Beta58] 

c: yes, ee, ee, varför föredrar du den? 

s3: den lät bättre 

c: skratt 

s3: jag fick eqa, dra på diskanten ganska mycket i tvåan [Beta58] 

c: eeh, upplevde du att det var skillnad mellan låtarna i hur den lät 

s3: ne, jag hade ju mer tid men ne 

c: eh, tror du att det var någon skillnad i läcket mellan låtarna, alltså den ena låten är väldigt 

mycket mer ljud, tror du det spelade någon roll för hur, 

s3: ne, ne det tror jag inte, mm 

c: eh, om det hade varit annorlunda, om det hade varit, javene, om gitarrerna hade varit 

svagare tror du det hade förändrat din åsikt 

s3: ne, *skrattar* 

c: du valde samma för båda låtarna, upplevde du stor skillnad mellan mikrofonerna 

s3: .aa, mikrofon 2 [Beta58] fick jag ju eqa mer 
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c: ja, eh, vad upplevde du för skillnad, va, vi ska titta på din eq sen med, men, kan du beskriva 

vad du upplevde för skillnad? 

s3: eh, tvåan [Beta58] var dovare, mm 

C_ fniss 

C:  ja, upplevde du någon skillnad mellan dem i hur läcket betedde sig 

s3: läcket, hur menar du, ne 

c: tror du du hade gjort annorlunda om du hade fått använda till exempel kompression eller 

reverb eller någon annan bearbetning 

s3: ne, ne det tror jag inte 

c: eeh, det vi har gjort nu är att vi har jämfört beta58an och sm58an 

s3: okej 

c: vilken av dem brukar du föredra 

s3: betan 

c:varför 

s3: fört den är bättre 

c: vet du hur specifikationerna ser ut? på mickarna? 

s3: betan är ju också en annan *gestikulerar* 

c: yes 

s3: lite smalare, men just frekvensgången har jag inte så, har väl någon pik där kring 

talområdet 

c: vad tror du att du valde för mick 

s3: eh, heh, jag tror jag valde betan 

c: det gjorde du, ska vi kolla på din eq lite 

s3: mm, ska kolla nu kanske jag ljuger 

c: yes, du har boostat väldigt mycket i disk, i, i betan 

s3: jaha 

c:skrattar 

s3: är den trött, nja, kanske 

c: du tyckte den var lite dov 

s3: jo 

c:yes 

c: då tyckte du inte sm var lika dov? 

s3: hm, ne 
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c: men det här är på den akustiska låten, vi kan kolla på den andra. Där har du gjort lite 

mindre presensområdet i sm upplevde du att det var skillnad mellan låtarna i hur, hur, vass 

den var? 

s3: det jag märkte var väl att jag var mer nöjd eftersom jag hade mer tid 

c: men det är ändå samma skillnad i diskanten 

s3: jag ha höjt diskanten lite mer och tagit bort bas, jag tyckte att i låt 2 [Acke] då var det 

närmare  så att de lät ungefär likadant 

  

 

Informant 4 

C: har du en favorit av mickarna? Eller du ska ha en favorit av mickarna 

s4: m, mick nummer 2 [SM58] 

c: i båda låtarna? 

s4: aa fast, eh, aa, precis i båda låtarna egentligen men, för att den lät bäst, men mick nummer 

1 [Beta58] var man tvungen att göra mindre, mindre processering med för att få att få samma 

respons som den andra 

c: ja, hur tänkte du när du jobbade med dem? 

s4: Jag lyssnade ju efter efter, vad ska jag säga alltså ur pass bra responsen i va i höga 

mellanregistret  

c: ja 

s4:hur mycket jag var tvungen att pusha på 

c: ja, tyckte du att det var olika mellan låtarna 

s4: aa, hur man tänkte me 

c: mm 

s4: aa, absolut jo, mm, det är ju svårare med placering när du kör en en ett band med mycket 

mer som täcker upp 

c: ja, eh, spelade klangen stor roll, va va, om vi tar låt 1 [Acke] först, vad letar du efter i 

klangen 

s4: asså där, letar jag efter tydlighet 

s4: iomed att gitarr var som såhär stor i sig ganska såhär stark, känner att såhär att försöka få 

bort det egentligen ur sången lite mer ändå liksom, bara få fram tydlighet 

c: å hur var skillnaden mellan de olika låtarna i hur du tänkte med det? 

s4: eh, aa det finns mycket annat som fyller i liksom när hela bandet är med liksom du kan, 

ahmen bandbegränsa filtrering för att anpassa efter öhm, sinnet på sätt och vis liksom 
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c: ja 

s4: psykoakustik tänk nästan 

c: tror du att läck spelade stor roll i ditt val av mick 

s4: inte speciellt mycket 

c: inte på någon av låtarna 

s4: ne 

c: ena micken hade du skurit rätt mycket men den andra hade du boostat i andra låten, hur 

hade du tänkt där 

s4: det vet jag faktiskt inte riktigt 

c: det var det som lät nice? 

s4: precis 

c: eeh var det stor skillnad mellan mickarna? 

s4: aa, de var ju inte inte super, asså det är ju inte superstor skillnad 

c: var det stor skillnad i klangen mellan dem? 

s4: njaa, jag tror att mick 1 [Beta58] var mer begränsad och då blev det som lite, därför gjorde 

jag lite mindre processering på den 

c: ja 

s4: men att jag, a jag vet inte, jag fördrog ändå den andra [SM58] på något sätt, vet inte riktigt 

varför den var nått sätt som att den satt bättre 

c: ja 

s4: jag vene, det fallet så vara 

c: trevligare att lyssna på liksom 

s4: ja 

c: tror du att du hade tänkt annorlunda om du hade fått göra någon anan processering typ 

kompression eller reverb 

s4: tror jag absolut, reverb kan ju mycket väl lyfta fram, reverb så får du liksom en till 

dimension 

c: ja 

s4: kompression också för att tighta till det 

c: tror du att det hade påverkat valet av din favoritmick 

s4: kan det ju ha gjort 

c: det vi har gjort nu är att vi har jämfört beta58an och sm58an, vilken brukar du föredra? 
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s4: jag brukar inte ha någon preferens egentligen, det blir mer en, är en sånhär klassisk, aa vi 

använder en beta58 på leadsång aa mer den tanken, sen vet man ju egentligen någonting jag 

sällan, någonting jag brukar reflektera beta 58 sång för lead sång 

c: ja, vilken mick tror du att du föredrog 

s4: Jag tror att jag föredrog sm 

c: sa du att du föredrog mick 1 [Beta58] eller 2 [SM58] 

s4: mick 2 [SM58] 

c: aa, det är sm58an 
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Appendix B - Arraycalc 
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Appendix C - Full technical list 

Speaker  D&B  

6 st T10/side 

1 st B2 sub/side 

Power amplifier for Tops  D&B D6 

Power amplifier for Subs  D&B D12 

Wedges  D&B max12 

Power amplifier for wedges  D&B D6 

Microphones: Guitar Shure SM57 

 Bass Line BSS-linebox 

 Kick drum Shure Beta52 

 Snare drum  Shure SM57 

 Toms Sennheizer e604 

 Over head AKG 451B 

Mixing consol  DiGiCo SD8 

Preamps  DiGiCo Digirack 
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Appendix D - Permission letter for usage of Shure Material 

Hi Cecilia, 

 

Please feel free to include the relevant Shure spec sheets in your thesis.  

 

Best, 

 

 

Vanessa 

 

 

Vanessa Genesius 

Communications Manager 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SHURE Distribution GmbH  Jakob-Dieffenbacher-Str. 12, 75031 Eppingen 

T  07262 9249 453   M  0172 4556 923     F  07262 9249 101 

E  genesius_vanessa@shure.de   www.shuredistribution.de 

 

 

  

mailto:genesius_vanessa@shure.de
http://www.shuredistribution.de/
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Appendix E - Stage plot 

 

Drums 

Keyboard 

Guitar 

Bass 

Wedges 


